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PLAYER Program

Our player program is the center of everything we
do and offer. We can have a very positive effect on
each child and there should be no child left behind. All
players, mo matter what level of ability, can achieve a
level of success. Our focus is on this individual success
and development through the enjoyment of
participating.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Through our player program, players will experience a
professionally run training session along with their
teammates and coaches.

!!!!!

COACHES Porgram

As adults we have a responsibility to our youth to be a
role model that can be emulated. It is our responsibility to
be no less than perfect. There is no one coaching or
leadership style that fits all. Coaches by nature are
controlling, but they have a responsibility to provide both
learning, and – dare we say – a fun environment for their
players. It is the role of the coach to capture and retain
that passion and encourage and develop it throughout the
season. We offer hands-on coaching programs. These
programs/seminars include developing a coaches training
philosophy, developing a daily training program,
understanding game day situations, etc. The coaches
development is vital to every programs success.

PARENT Program

A child's success starts at home. We will guide and
support your decisions regarding your child’s athletics.
Keeping the family in charge of the family...Twellman
Soccer offers a parent (questions and answer session)
that will help all parents with their decision-making.

In the United States, youth are dropping out
of sports at an alarming rate. A major
contributing factor is the "win at all cost"
mentality of many parents and coaches that
creates a pressure filled environment for the
kids and ultimately turns them away from
sports.

Tim Twellman

Director of Twellman Soccer

Tim brings a wealth of experience to today’s families of all sports(as a
player, as a parent and as a coach)

sProfessional Soccer Player for ten seasons in the NASL and MISL sPlayed
for the Minnesota Kicks, Tulsa Roughnecks, Chicago Sting, Kansas City
Comets
Father of Taylor (professional player), James (San Jose
Earthquakes MLS), Alexandra (collegiate @ St.Louis U)
Director of The College Program

TAYLOR TWELLMAN
CLUB LEVEL

2002 – 2010 New England Revolution

101 goals, 28 assists

Tied for sixth on the MLS career postseason scoring chart with 10 goals Fivetime MLS All Star

INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

United States s Men’s National Team 30 appearances, 6 goals Germany
s T SV 1860 Munich (reserves) 4 0 appearances
Currently ESPN Commnetator
Founder of THINKTAYLOR.ORG

JAMES TWELLMAN
Attended St. Louis University High School were he played varsity
soccer and baseball. After graduating he attended Stanford on a soccer
scholarship where he went on to play for four years, reaching the final
four his first two years. After graduating with honors he was drafted and
played professional for two years before a knee injury ended his career.
Twellman Soccer is very fortunate to have James and his business
expertise involved with our overall development.
Twellman Soccer Business Developement
Co-Founder of the College Program

ALEXANDRA TWELLMAN
A standout player for Villa Duchesne high school soccer team and the
field hockey team. She also was a member of the St. Louis Soccer Club.
Alex received numerous opportunities to play either sport in college.
She went on to excel in soccer at St.Louis University and University of
Richmond. She is graduate of St. Louis University and a member of the
2005 SLU Hall of Fame Team.
College Program

Twellman Soccer Administration

Your Guidelines to be the best “Youth Coach”
If you enjoy the training – your players will undoubtedly have a great experience.
Children will respond to people who are friendly, upbeat, encouraging and have a
sense of humor.
Coaching, especially at the youth level, involves accepting a huge responsibility as you are
basically in a position of trust as parents put their kids in your care. The youth coach wears
many hats.
Here are some of the basic requirements of the coach:
Be knowledgeable and organized
Be prepared
Maintain Discipline
Children need to know if behavior is unacceptable
Do not try to teach too many things at once:
Keep the number of teaching points you want to get across to a minimum.
Communicate Positively
Communicate in a positive way that shows you have the best interest in the players' welfare.
Teach Soccer Fundamentals
When teaching a sport such as soccer, you must remember it's just a game and you want to be
sure your players have fun. Therefore, help all players be the best they can be by creating a
fun and productive practice environment. Use a "games approach" to teaching and practicing
the skills and tactics young players will need to learn.
Teach Soccer Rules
Introduce soccer rules and incorporate them into your instruction.
Direct Players in Games
The focus is not winning at all costs but rather on teaching kids to compete well and do their
best while winning within the rules.
Help Players Become Fit
Getting fit for soccer should be fun. By making it fun to play the game they'll develop good
fitness habits for their lifetime.
Provide a Safe Environment
Let players and parents know that they'll learn the safest techniques and that you'll have an
emergency action plan to follow should an injury occur.
Help Kids Develop Character
Provide a wholesome environment so that each one has the chance to learn and have fun

Bring “Backyard Soccer”
To your training
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It is our responsibility to
be no less than perfect

Twellman	
  “the	
  Guideline’s”	
  
Guidelines for Working Effectively with Parents If parents are
involved in your sport's activities; parental action or inaction can
play a significant role in the child’s success. Coaches must clearly
and firmly communicate to parents what is expected.
1. Develop an understanding and supportive working relationship
with parents, families.
2. At the beginning of each season, clearly communicate the
following either with a face-to-face parent orientation or
by distributing a fact sheet including:
•
Medical requirements
•
What the sport entails (for younger athletes)
•
The physical demands on the athletes
•
The psychological demands on the athletes
•
The potential for injury
•
Your coaching philosophy and methods
•
Your goals for the season
•
The appropriate value(s) of winning and losing
•
The need to learn from mistakes
•
How athletes are chosen to participate
•
The vast differences in athletes' developmental and skill
levels
•
Boys and girls competing together (if applicable)
•
The training schedule including formal practice and
practice at home (if applicable)
•
Schedule of games and practices
•
Equipment requirements, cost and where to get items
•
Nutritional requirements
•
The need for support, but not pressure
•
The importance of rest
•
Guidelines for parent behavior during competition
•
How to contact you
3. Encourage parents, family members to talk with you about any
of their questions or concerns.
4. As appropriate, involve parents as assistant coaches, equipment
managers, drivers, phone-chain managers, etc.
5. Specify acceptable parental behavior at competitive events:
Stay in the spectator area.
Remain seated (if applicable).
Do not coach from the sidelines.
Do not make derogatory comments about any athlete, parent or
official.
Do not advise, criticize or otherwise interfere with the coach.
6. Direct parents, family members to closely monitor athletes'
medical needs and report any concerns.
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To know what you're going to do and how
you're going to do it is essential if you're
going to make the best use of your practice
time. It also helps you avoid discipline
problems - nothing encourages children to
misbehave as much as a coach who is clearly
fumbling his or her way through the session!
Training sessions need to be prepared and
broken down into 3 sections.
Warm-up
Skill Session
Small-sided games
The ideal training session should be no more
than1.5 hours max, 60-75 minute training
session is more than enough for the younger
player. With all training sessions the players
need to be active and engaged. Players should
have access to a ball at all times.
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Our focus is always the “kids”

Twellman	
  “Warm	
  Up”
WARM-UPS

15 minutes

The purposes of these drills are always done
with the purpose of getting the players
moving and enjoying themselves
immediately.
A good soccer warm up meets these
important objectives...
1. Decreases the risk of injury.
2. Increases agility, skill, power and
performance.
3. Allows players to mentally prepare

Twellman	
  “Skill	
  Session”	
  
SKILL SESSION. 20-30 minutes
The success of this session is directly related
to your warm-up. Players will respond to
your intentions in this area of training if they
are properly warmed up. We, as coaches,
have to remember these kids came to play
and to play is to run. The skill session should
again emphasize movement at all times,
emulating game situations the players will
face. Players skill development is done while
in motion.
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This is the area of training that you can focus
on passing, one v one, 2 v 2, crossing,
finishing, etc.

and focus on the game or session at
hand.
Always remember to move quickly into your
skill session with very little down time.
Players learn through playing and touches
on the ball.

Twellman	
  “Small	
  Sided	
  Games”	
  

This is a good opportunity to begin working
in groups of 2 or 3 people. Passing and
receiving are good skills to work on here. The
purpose of small group is to begin the
transition from the individual to the team
concept. Emphasize working together and
make sure the weaker players are properly
supported and teamed up.
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20 minutes
why play small sided games? (US Youth Soccer)

Because we want our young football (soccer) players to touch the soccer ball more often and become
more skillful with it! (Individual technical development)
Because we want our young soccer players to make more, less-complicated decisions during the
game! (Tactical development)
Because we want our young soccer players to be more physically efficient in the field space they are
playing in! (Reduced field size)
Because we want our young soccer players to have more individual teaching time with the coach!
Fewer players on the field and less players on the team will guarantee this! (Need to feel worthy and need
to feel important)
Because we want our young soccer players to have more, involved playing time in the game! (More
opportunity to solve problems that only the game presents)
Because we want our young soccer players to have more opportunity to play on both sides of the
ball! (More exposure to attacking and defending situations)
Because we want our young soccer players to have more opportunities to score goals! (Pure
excitement)
Best of all, the game is simple, can be played without adult involvement and it's FUN!

Team Training Program
Coaches Porgram
A different voice can make
the differce in your teams success
We assist coaches and their teams with their training
sessions and developing a better understanding of
game-day situations.
We come to your training to make it convenient for
you and your kids.
Contact us for more information

THINKTAYLOR

Complete(Player(((((Complete(Team(
A

TEAM TRAINING PHILOSOPHY
The Complete Player team-training program uses the same coaching methods as
professional teams. Specialized training sessions will focus on both technical and tactical
development taking the players through daily dynamic warm ups, fast footwork
exercises, skill development, functional training and small-sided games. Teams will be
taken through a series of sessions based on a professional training environment.
Academy provides an intense, fun, experience that will help
Attacking:
Direct, indirect, finishing under pressure
Defending:
Low & high pressure, defending in minority pressure, cover, balance.
Team Tactical Development:
Playing with confidence and composure
Transitional play
Playing without the ball
Systems of play
The key of possession
Reaching your highest team potential

Players will be exposed to:
Developing a soccer mentality
Goal Setting

Creating a winning mentality

How to concentrate with and without pressure

Building self-confidence

Self-motivation

Eliminating player fears

Recognizing when to take chances

Reducing the threat of injury during the game

Working smarter rather than harder
Developing the "love of the game"

“Its	
  not	
  about	
  what	
  you	
  do	
  on	
  the	
  ﬁeld but	
  also	
  what	
  
you	
  do	
  oﬀ	
  the	
  ﬁeld that	
  makes	
  you	
  a	
  great	
  player , a
great caoch .”	
  	
  
Taylor	
  Twellman	
  #20	
  
ESPN	
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  Analyst	
  

Tim Twellman Director of Twellman Soccer
Professional Soccer Player for ten seasons in the NASL and MISL
Played for the Minnesota Kicks, Tulsa Roughnecks, Chicago Sting, Kansas City Comets
Twenty years of experience coaching youth soccer and directing youth camps
Villa Duchesne High School Coach
Comes from a strong St. Louis Soccer Family
Father of Taylor (professional player), James (Stanford, San Jose Earthquakes MLS),
Alexandra (collegiate @ St.Louis University)

